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WIDEBAND PCM-FM BIT ERROR PROBABllITYυSING DISCRIMINATOR 0盯ECTION

By J. J. HAYES， C. H. CHEN ond W. J. KUBICKI 

Summary. - The expression for bit probability of PCM/FM is derived 
for a receiver with an IF bandwidth equal to or greater than the data rate， 
limiter -discriminator detection; followed by a post-detection filter with 
bandwidth equal to the data rate. The optimum deviation ratio is shown to 
be essentially constant regardless of the IF bandwidth-to-data rate ratio 
and system performance is shown to degrade when this ratio is greater 
than unity. pre-modulation filtering of the transmitted PCM data is 
shown to have a negligible effect on system performance. The system is 
experimentally tested and the analytical results are shown to good 
agreement with experimental data. 

Introduction. - The b10ck diagram of a typica1 PCM/FM telemetry 
system is shown in Figure 1 .  The premodu1ation filter is used to control 
radio frequency interference by 1imiting the radiated electromagnetic 
spectrum. The post-detection filter is used to improve the signal-to
noise ratio SNR at the input to the binary decision device. 

The objective of this paper is to derive and illustrate the decision device 
bit error probability Pe as a function of IF 

.
signal-to - noise ratio SNR1F 

and the ratio of IF bandwidth-to-data rate bo 1: 
Meyerhoff and Meyer 1 derived and illustrated Pe for discriminator 

detection of PCM/FM assuming the IF filter was gaussian and the modu-
��t������:
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post detection filter. Similarly， Shaft" examined the case in which the 
modulating waveform was a binary square wave， but only for bo 1: 于 1.
ChenJ examined the same case as Shaft， but for bo1: ::1. Schilling"Z et. al. 
examined the case of digital signals demodulate� by a discriminator 

5 followed by a post-detection filter， and Klapper-' among others considered 
the ca:se in which the post-detection filter was an integrate and dump 
circuit. They both assumed that bo is chosen according t 0 Carson I s 
rule， i. e.， bo =2 (l + ß )/τand that at 10w error rate the errors 
caused by gaussian and spike noises can be ca1culated separately. 

In this paper Pe for discriminator detection is derived and experiment
ally tested for the general case of bo 1:三1. βOPT-and the effect of premod
u1ation filtering are a1so examined. 

Theoretical Analysis. - For a binary square waveform， and a Gaussian 
low pas s fi1ter';' with sampling �t peak signa1， the error probabi1ity due to 
the Gaussian noise is given by "Z 

已g去eyfc β7.E/No 可 ( 1) /﹒5/5 [eff(o.8J7boτ") -0.945色7: e- o.可以γ]
':' The assumption of Gaussian LPF makes the ana1ysis easier. This is a 
good approximation of the LPF used in the test. The latter is more rect
angu1ar and would result in better performance. 
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where ε/"'6 is the signa1 energy per bit to noise density ratio and β 
is the frequency deviation index defined as 

β;: Af 1:/2 (2) 
Here ðf is the frequency separation between the two possib1e transmitted 
frequencies. For 1arge bo 1:， (1) becomes， _. 

� I /Jð _ "'"/2 í_ ::: 一一;; )"， Iï.互吉吉、 e A 'e� -拉"jf' J戶戶弩豆 ._ 0管 ( 3) 
indepeI!d�nt of 

I 
boτ The error probability due to the spike noise is f令e - EJ;仇包含)

• ð <:叭"
， 0.734 � �三Mh令。7呻'" 31吉布了z_ \ � _ - E/{}/ol.•τ) 111'叭 ， r 他δτ�Tit' so，(言τj

\ 0 ， ß >4.24 
The spike noise p1ays a more important ro1e as bo t 
from(4). ASh_τ-+ 00 ， (4) become s 

(�f村 ，戶<: ð.734 巳� ! S;tI (要是) ，改73+至β至4.24

( 4) 
lncreases as seen 

- S L白 ，β>4.2.祥 (5)
which is 1ess than 0.5 for all β .  The tota1 error probabi1ity P e is 
obtaïned by adding (1) and (4) or (3) and (5)， 

Pe ::: Feg + PeS (6) 
Pe is p10tted in Fig. 2 for b。它 = 1 ， 2， 3，5 & 10 and β =  0.7 as a 
function of E/No﹒ It is remarked that (1) 1eads to an unreasonab1y small 
error rate when b6τ = 1 9-n sl � =0.7. However， the error rate of the 6，7 idea1 PCM/FM system u， I can be used since for 6(>τ= 1， with low pass 
filtering， the performance is very c10se to the idea1 syste口1. This error 
rate which is due to the Gaussian noise on1y is added the error rate due to 
the spike noise and the result is shown in Fig. 2. for b，。τ= 1. It was 
assumed in (1) that the binary square wave is filtered by a pre-modu1ation 
fi1ter with a one -sided bandwidth Bp capable of passing the first harmonic， 
viz. 2Bp= 1/1:. Pre -modu1ation filtering can reduce the spectral occupancy of 
the modu1ated signal. The best performance is expected， however， when 
there is no pre鴨modu1ation fi1ter. The binary square wave of peak 
amplitude 2V can be written in Fourier series， 

e�( t):::字[刮得t+is哼t+js哼t -+ • . .  ....J (7) 

If b。τ = 1. 5 the modu1ation signa1 energy is increased by a factor O. 5dB. 
Without pre-modu1ation filter， the increase in signa1 energy is 0.8 dB. By 
using a binary random sequence， nearly 90% of the signa1 energy is 
concentrated within a frequency equal to the bit rate， as compared with 
on1y 83% (see Eq. (7)) when a binary square waveform is used. 

The optimum deviation index can be obtained by setting �凡/a (!>呼. e. 
E ， 、 (I.�Z �可Z

τ-司 正 志bo't:: I I32日 p -2[erHo 蚓、吋州gpay(ωτJ式"i' � =J[叫(0.837Þ，凡。但S'�t e - 0 .7叫] t (8) 可from which p:�啊 can be computed for a given以 and E/也with say， 
β<: I '

.
' When E/No approache s infinity， and boτ . and �remain 

finite，山1eft side of (8) is upper bounded by主 ♂/(哼哼IA comparison of 
exponents V1T 



1eads to 戶OPT-=0.7l for kt主2. For bo't = 1 and E!No >> 1， ihe 
optimum deviation is c10se to that of the idea1 system i. e. βOPT. =0. 7 1  
since the spike noise contribution is negligilbly small. The bit error 
probability is plotted in Fig. 3 for boτ= 1，2，3， β ;:;; 0.7 and with low-pass 
filtering. 

Without low-pass filtering， the error probability at the optimum 
frequency deviation is shown in Appendix I as 

I _ . _ I o. "1 E '\ � = -:;- exp - ( 一一一.: J e - Z '--r \.. NO \'01:: J (9) 
which is also plotted in Fig. 3 forboL =1，2，3. With a low-pass fi1ter， 
there is a signa1 energy improvement of nearly 1 dB for b.♂= 1， 1 . 5  dB 
forboτ ;:;; 2 and 2 dB for 601: = 3. When hot...啞and戶<:0.734， the signal energy 
improvement due to thc low-pass íiltcr is 2 dB as sccn from (3)， (4)， 
and (9). 

Test Description._ - Table 1 lists the major items of test equipment 
used to construct the PCM!FM tclemetry system shown in figure 1. The 
PCM binary wavetrain generated by the data encoder was se1ccted as 
alternatc "ones" and "zeroes" with a NRZ format. The resulting 
wavcform was a square wave as shown in figurc 4; it was not possible to 
gencratc a random binary sequence with the data encodcs used. The 
difference in measured Pe between the square wave and random sequences 
was assumed to be small sincc， as indicated in the previous section， the 
difference betwcen these two approaches in signal energy conccntrated in 
a bandwidth equal to the data rate is quite small. During tests the pre
modulation filter bandwidth was varicd from infinity (no filter) io a 
bandwidth of one -half thc data rate to determine its effcct onβand Pe' 
Similarly， (3 was varicd from approximately 0.4: 1 to over 2: 1 with thc 
FM transmitter (signal generator) to determine �OPT.with different pre
modulation filter bandwidths. 

The FM rccciver used in the tests had two discrete IF bandwidths， 100 
KIIz and 500 KHz. Since the data encoder used had a maximum data rate 
capability of 100 kbps， the 100 KHz IF bandwidth was used for tests at 
bo1: = 1. This bandwidth was also used for tests at �τ=2 by rcducing the 

data encoder data rate to 50 Kbps. A limitation inherent in the tcst setup 
precluded the use of data ratcs 10wer than 50 Kbps， hence thc 100 KHz 
IF bandwidth could not be used for tests at bo 1: =3. These tests wcre 
conducted by rctuning the 500 KHz IF to 300 KHz and setting the data rate 
at 100 Kbps. 

1n all tests thc vidco output from thc FM discriminator in the receiver 
was applied to a bit rate synchronizer which contained a low-pass filter 
at thc input and a sampling detector dccision device. The low-pass filter 
scrved as the post-detection filtcr in these tests. 

The voltage polarity of a 1 micro-second strobe sample of thc post
detection filtcrcd data， with thc sample taken at the center of cach bit 
period， was used to determine whether a "one" or "zero" had bcen 
received. As shown in figurc 4， the operations on the detccted data 
consisted of post-detection filtering the noisy data from the receiver， 
using a level crossing dctector on the post-detection filtered data to 
produce a binary waveform， and sampling this binary waveform at the bit 
period center to reconstruct the transmitted wavetrain. By using the 1evel 
crossing detector， amplitude variations in the post-detection filtcrcd 



output were e1iminated. Noise-caused edge jitter on this constant 
amp1itude waveform resulted in the bit errors measured. Errors were 
detected in an "Exclusive Or"circuit by comparing the transmitted NRZ 
waveform with the reconstructed waveform at the decision device output. 
Synchronism between the bit rate synchronizer clock， from which the 
samp1ing strobes were obtained， and the transmitted data train was obtain 
ed in separate tests for hard-line synchronization (hard-1ine between the 
data encoder and bit synchronizer) and for synchronization achieved by 
the bit rate synchronizer a10ne operating on the received noisy data. No 
measurab1e difference in Pe vs. SNR1F was observed. Figure 5 compares 
the Pe vs. SNR1F measured by A�co -MSD and previous1y reported 

8 results by EMR and Aeronutronico. These resu1ts were based on 1，0τ=1 
and show c10se agreement between the three tests. Figure 6 is a compari
son between the theoretica1 Pe vs. bo1: results derived in this paper and 
the resu1ts of experiments conducted at Avco-MSD. It can be seen that 
very c10se agreement was achieved.βused in figure 6 was 0.7 and was 
based on test results shown in figure 7. In that figure Pe is shown vs.戶
for the case of b�τ=3 and SNR1F he1d constant at 9db. It can be seen 
from this figure that the best performance (lowest Pe) was obtained without 
a premodu1ation filter (R=ao). With the exception of the Ilno filter" case， 
戶OpT. (βat which Pe was minimized) occured at @乞0.7 as indicated 

earlier in the ana1ytica1 results. The dip in Pe occuring atβ=2.0 for 
R=ωis unexp1ained at this time， but is assumed to be due to harmonic 
contributions. It can be seen from figure 7 that the use of a promodulation 
filter with bandwidth 0.5-to- 1.5 times the data rate does not appreciab1y 
affect Pe. Results similar to those shown in figure 7， but not shown in 
this paper， were obtained at other va1ues of SNR1F and for bo 1: =2. 

Figure 8 compares system performance with and without a premodula
tion filter and illustrates the small penalty in system performance resu1t
ing from the inclusion of premodu1ation filter in the system. 

Appendix 1 -Error Probability of Wideband PCM/FM Withou!�ow
pass Filtering. - We start with the genera1 expression of the error 
probabi1ity for discriminator detection as given by Meyerhoff and Mazer 
(Eq. 3 of Ref. 1) 

fr) ff y jz ? ， G ) =至一 /一「危I。ω+{ZJ向恥。(j)+ I， (�il (dv (A 1) OrffrJ〈 J
where f r. �u←G)'2 1 .J - Z L' /手u"&.. J 
Here f'is the signal-to-noise ratio at the imp叫of tl 于dycriminator with

-the noise power taken over the IF bandwidth. Let (0 = AI:". L be the received 
signa1-to-noise ratio at the imput of the IF filter. Thènvrl.戶。is the carrier 
power reduction factor. For Gaussian IF filter and square wave 
modulating waveform， the expression for G and f/fo given by'Eqs. (25) 
and (30) of Ref. 2 are essentially valid fOF any bo τ .  The error probabil
ity can be obtained by substituting G and有in (A1). We will show that a 
very simple relationship exists between βandf/戶as given by (A3) below. 



Following the notations in Ref. 2， we have* 
O(;.G乎Jτ'/(2句) "JÏlÌ何't/ ( 21>41:') J IlC b，，:� JVi' 
J.(1:)含1 ， 品'(-7:)" J 21r' 0示e'Xf (-μ1) 

aod since Jf < I ， ".r < I when b.τ主且，

你f(-μ分之ð ，作f (-戶t).，.r乞。 (A2) 

Thus G = 2仗 ， where G is the g�neralized frequency deviation. 
Also f/f7，﹒ =exp. (- l/Z G2). (A3) 
(A2) indicated that to maintain G at its optimum value， the frequency 
deviation Gf must increase proportionally as bo't increases. (A3) 
is ind�pendent of bð't • The optimum G which ho1ds for the bo't" = 1 
case c.， i. e. GOt>T. = 1， shou1d also hold for bo't )> 1. For G = 1， 
the error probability has a closed form solution .1 \ 

F (f' 1') ':.去eηιr)
Thus the error probability for wideband PCM/FM using discriminator 
detection with Gaussian IF filter is 

九三F (fo， 1) : t e何-�古已 (A4) 

*10 page 137 of Ref. 2，勻I (t) should be equal to -af ?(t)+J'21T' Ilf制呵，μ).
This is obviously misprÎllted io Ref. 2. Thus the expression for G is 
greatly simplified. This symbol of Ref. 2 is replaced by μhere to avoid 
coofusion. 
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Figure 1.  PCM/FM Telemetry System

Figure 2.  Pe For Wideband PCM/FM With Discriminator Detection



Figure 3. Pe With And Without Post-Detection Filter

Figure 4.  Test Waveforms



Figure 5.  Comparison of Measured Pe For boJ =1



Figure 6.  Comparson Of Theoretical And Measured Pe



Figure 7.  Effect of $ On Pe



Figure 8.  Effect of Bp On Pe



TABLE 1 TEST EQUIPMENT




